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This comprehensive review synthesizes key complications associated with breast surgery, focusing on 
implant-based and autologous tissue reconstructions. Complications vary signicantly by surgical 

technique and patient demographics, crucial for informing risk management and surgical planning. Implant surgeries 
frequently experience capsular contracture (10-15%) and infection (1-5%), with rupture rates of 2-10% over ten years. Seroma 
formation, affecting up to 5% of patients, represents a signicant postoperative issue. Conversely, autologous reconstructions 
display lower ap failure rates (less than 5%) but higher incidences of fat necrosis (10-15%), particularly in DIEP ap 
procedures. Local surgical complications also play a substantial role in patient outcomes. Infections occur in 1-3% of cases, 
potentially rising to 10% depending on patient risk factors like obesity or diabetes. Seroma and hematoma complications 
necessitate additional interventions, affecting 5-10% and 1-6% of patients respectively. 
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INTRODUCTION
Cosmetic and reconstructive breast surgeries are pivotal in 
restoring body image and improving quality of life for many 
individuals. These procedures range from reconstruction 
following mastectomy to elective cosmetic enhancements like 
augmentation and lifting. Each technique, whether involving 
implants or autologous tissue, carries distinct risks and 
potential complications that can signicantly impact 
outcomes. The complexity of these surgeries necessitates a 
comprehensive understanding of the various complications 
that can arise, including both immediate and long-term 
issues. This narrative review synthesizes recent literature and 
clinical insights to offer a detailed exploration of these 
complications, aiming to provide a resource for both 
practitioners and patients to better anticipate and manage 
potential risks. By integrating data from various studies, the 
review highlights trends in complication rates and discusses 
the inuence of surgical techniques, patient-specic factors, 
and advancements in technology on these outcomes (1,2).

Methods 
This narrative review was conducted through a systematic 
search of literature using keywords related to breast surgery 
complications in databases including PubMed, Google 
Scholar, LILACS and Scopus. Specic attention was focused 
on identifying studies that provide a comprehensive overview 
of both cosmetic and reconstructive breast surgery 
complications. A total of 15 references were selected based on 
their relevance and contribution to the topic, encompassing 
both recent studies and seminal works in the eld. Keywords 
used in the search included "breast reconstruction", "cosmetic 
breast surgery", "surgical complications", and "implant 
complications". The review prioritized articles that offered a 
broad perspective on various surgical techniques and their 
associated risks, providing a balanced view of the eld. The 
inclusion criteria ensured a focus on high-quality, peer-
reviewed studies to support the ndings discussed in this 
review.

Epidemiology of Complications 
The epidemiological landscape of complications in breast 
surgery provides essential insights into the risks associated 
with different surgical techniques and patient demographics. 
The incidence of complications can vary signicantly 
depending on the type of procedure—implant-based or 
autologous tissue reconstruction. For implant-based 
reconstructions, the most common complications include 
capsular  contracture and infect ion,  occurr ing in 
approximately 10-15% and 1-5% of cases, respectively. 
Implant rupture rates vary but are reported to be around 2-

10% over 10 years, depending on the implant type and 
manufacturer. Another signicant concern in implant 
surgeries is seroma formation, which can affect up to 5% of 
patients postoperatively (3).

Figure 1. PRISMA.

Autologous reconstructions, while avoiding some of the 
complications inherent to implants, have their own set of 
challenges. Flap failure rates are relatively low, generally less 
than 5%, but depend heavily on surgical technique and 
patient factors. Fat necrosis is another complication seen in 
autologous aps, occurring in approximately 10-15% of cases, 
particularly in procedures like the DIEP ap. The incidence of 
surgical site infection varies from 1% to 3% across all types of 
breast reconstruction. This rate can increase signicantly in 
patients with comorbidities such as obesity, diabetes, or 
smoking history.  Hematoma formation is another 
complication, observed in about 1-6% of breast surgeries, 
often requiring reoperation for evacuation (4).

Local Surgical Complications
Local surgical complications encompass a variety of issues 
that can arise at the site of breast surgery, signicantly 
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affecting patient outcomes and satisfaction. These 
complications are particularly critical as they directly 
inuence the aesthetic results and the necessity for further 
interventions (5).

Infection is one of the most concerning local complications, 
with an incidence ranging from 1% to 3% in breast 
reconstruction surgeries. This rate can increase to as high as 
10% in more extensive procedures or in patients with risk 
factors such as diabetes, obesity, or smoking. Management 
typically involves antibiotics, but severe cases may require 
surgical debridement or removal of implants (5,6).

Seroma formation is another common complication, 
occurring in approximately 5% to 10% of cases. Seromas are 
accumulations of uid that can form at the surgical site 
following the removal of drainage tubes. While most seromas 
resolve spontaneously or with needle aspiration, persistent 
seromas may need repeated interventions and can increase 
the risk of infection and capsular contracture (5,6).

Hematoma development occurs in about 1% to 6% of breast 
surgeries. Hematomas are collections of blood that can cause 
pain, swelling, and discoloration. If large or symptomatic, 
hematomas may require surgical evacuation to prevent 
further complications like infection or impairment of the 
cosmetic outcome(5,6).

Wound dehiscence and delayed wound healing are less 
common but critical complications, particularly in patients 
with poor nutritional status or those on immunosuppressive 
therapy. These complications can expose patients to further 
risks of infection and require additional wound care 
interventions, potentially leading to prolonged recovery 
periods and suboptimal aesthetic results (7).

Flap Complications
Flap complications in breast reconstruction are critical 
concerns that directly impact the success and outcomes of 
autologous tissue surgeries. The primary complications 
include ap failure, which can manifest as either total or 
partial necrosis of the transplanted tissue. Flap failure rates 
are generally low, typically less than 5%, but are signicantly 
inuenced by the surgical technique, the skill of the surgeon, 
and the patient's health status. Fat necrosis is another 
common complication, occurring in approximately 10-15% of 
ap procedures like the DIEP ap. This condition results from 
insufcient blood supply to the transferred fat, leading to 
hardened lumps that may mimic malignancy on imaging 
studies (7,8).

Donor site morbidity is another concern, where issues such as 
hernias, bulges, and chronic pain can arise, depending on 
where the tissue was harvested. These complications can 
necessitate additional surgeries and prolong recovery times. 
Moreover, issues such as infection and hematoma at the donor 
site further complicate the postoperative course and can lead 
to signicant discomfort and delayed healing(7,8).

Careful preoperative planning, including thorough 
assessment of patient health and clear communication 
regarding potential risks, are essential. Intraoperative 
monitoring of blood supply using techniques like uorescence 
angiography can also help in reducing the incidence of these 
complications (9).

Implant Complications 
Implant complications in breast reconstruction and 
augmentation are signicant concerns that can impact both 
the health and aesthetic outcomes for patients. Among the 
most prevalent issues is capsular contracture, which occurs 
when the brous capsule that naturally forms around the 
implant becomes excessively thick and tight, causing 

discomfort and aesthetic deformities. This condition affects 
approximately 10-15% of patients and is more common with 
silicone implants compared to saline ones (9).

Implant rupture is another critical complication, with 
incidence rates varying but generally reported to be around 1-
10% over ten years, depending on the implant type and the 
age of the implant. Rupture can lead to silicone leakage, 
which might stay within the capsule or spread into 
surrounding tissues, potentially causing pain, swelling, and 
changes in breast shape (10).

Displacement of the implant can also occur, leading to 
asymmetry and the need for  surgical  correct ion. 
Displacement may be inuenced by factors such as improper 
pocket dissection, gravity, trauma, and weakening of the 
surrounding tissue (11).

Infection and seroma formation are also associated with 
implants, occurring in about 1-5% of surgeries. These conditions 
can necessitate implant removal if not resolved through 
conservative measures like antibiotics or drainage (12).

To mitigate these complications, meticulous surgical 
technique, stringent aseptic protocols, and careful patient 
selection and counseling are crucial. Surgeons must also 
remain vigilant during follow-up to detect and address 
complications early, ensuring patient safety and satisfaction 
(12,13).

Aesthetic Concerns 
Aesthetic concerns following breast surgery are pivotal for 
patient satisfaction and encompass a range of issues that can 
signicantly affect the perceived success of the procedure. 
Common aesthetic complications include asymmetry, where 
one breast may differ in size, shape, or position relative to the 
other. This can result from uneven implant placement, 
differential healing, or preexisting breast asymmetry not 
adequately corrected during surgery (13).

Scarring is another major concern, particularly the extent, 
location, and quality of scars, which can vary widely among 
individuals based on genetic predisposition to scarring and 
the surgical technique used. Patients might experience 
hypertrophic scars or keloids, which are not only cosmetically 
undesirable but can also be itchy and painful (13,14).

Unsatisfactory breast size or shape is a frequent complaint, 
which might occur due to miscommunication between the 
patient and surgeon about expected outcomes or due to 
changes in the patient's preference post-surgery. Revision 
surgery may be required to adjust size or rectify disproportion 
(14,15).

Nipple malposition and changes in skin texture, including 
puckering or dimpling, can also detract from the aesthetic 
outcome. Addressing these concerns effectively requires a 
combination of careful preoperative planning, precise 
surgical execution, and clear, realistic communication about 
achievable results to align expectations with potential 
outcomes (15).

CONCLUSION 
This comprehensive narrative review underscores the 
complexities and variabilities of complications associated 
with cosmetic and reconstruct ive breast  surgery. 
Unders tanding the mul t i faceted nature  of  these 
complications—from implant issues and ap failures to 
aesthetic concerns—is essential for optimizing surgical 
outcomes. Effective management requires meticulous 
surgical planning, thorough patient education, and proactive 
postoperative care. 
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